
Improvement of existing solvers for the simulation of MHDinstabilitiesOlivier Czarny, Guido HuysmansAssoiation Euratom-CEA, Dept. Reh. sur la Fusion Controlée, Cadarahe, Frane&Pasal Hénon, Pierre RametProjet SAlApplix, INRIA, Université Bordeaux 1, FraneIn the ontext of the ASTER projet 1, we work on the high resolution simulation ofthe Edge-Loalized-Mode (ELM) instability in tokamak fusion plasmas [1℄. The ELM is amagneto-hydro-dynami (MHD) instability whih loalised at the boundary of the plasma.The ELMs our only in a plasma regime with high energy on�nement (the so-alled H-mode) whih will be the standard operating regime in ITER. The energy losses indued bythe ELMs within several hundred miroseonds are a real onern for ITER.The non-linear MHD simulation ode JOREK [2℄ is under development at the CEA tostudy the evolution of the ELM instability. The ode is using �nite element method in the(poloidal) ross-setion of the torus. This allows the aurate representation of the magnetigeometry: the �nite elements are aligned with the struture of the magneti �eld.To simulate the omplete yle of the ELM instability, a large range of time sales needto be resolved. The evolution of the equilibrium pressure gradient ( seonds) needs to beresolved to study the onset of the instability and the energy losses indued by the ELMinstability ( hundred miroseonds). To resolve this wide range of timesales, a fully impliittime evolution sheme is used in the JOREK ode. At eah time step the non-linear systemof equations is linearized and the Crank-Niholson sheme is used for the time advane. Thisleads to a large sparse matrix system to be solved at every time step. This sheme has onlybeome feasible due to the reent advanes made in the parallelized diret (i.e. non-iterative)solution of general sparse matries.To redue the large memory requirements of the sparse matrix solve, the PaStiX library [3℄is being extended to inlude an iterative solver whih uses an inomplete deomposition of theoriginal matrix as a preonditioner. The resulting solver is a hybrid solution method whih angreatly redue the memory requirements ompared to the diret solver. It should be notedthat iterative solvers are di�ult to apply to the system of equations that result from theMHD simulation due to the extremely large ondition number of the matries. Initial testsof the PaStiX solver [4℄ in the JOREK ode show that the hybrid solver an solve the MHDmatries in the relevant regime of very high magneti and �uid Reynolds numbers.In the �nal presentation we will provide experiments on a olletion of test ases andanalyse the e�ieny and onvergene for both parallel and sequential implementations. Thehoie of optimal parameters of the solver is a �rst step before optimizing the number ofelements required to ahieve the high resolution simulations using mesh re�nement tehniques.1This work is supported by the ANR projet 'Adaptive MHD Simulation of Tokamak ELMs for ITER'1



The high resolution is only required where large gradients develop on a surfae whih isdeformed in time. At a later stage during the ELM evolution, blobs of plasma are disonnetedfrom the main plasma for whih a mesh re�nement tehnique also appears to be an optimalsolution.Referenes[1℄ G. Huysmans ELMs: MHD instabilities at the transport barrier Plasma Physis ControlledFusion 47 (2005) B165-B178.[2℄ G. Huysmans MHD Stability in X-point Geometry: Simulation of ELMs. Fusion Energy Confer-ene 2006, Chengdu, China.[3℄ P. Hénon, P. Ramet, and J. Roman. On �nding approximate supernodes for an e�ient ILU(k)fatorization. PMAA'06, Rennes, Frane, 2006.[4℄ P. Hénon, P. Ramet, and J. Roman. On using an hybrid MPI-Thread programming for theimplementation of a parallel sparse diret solver on a network of SMP nodes. PPAM'05, Poznan,Poland, 2005.
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